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President Dilma sent to the Brazilian National Congress a bill for the General Cup Law (PL No. 
2330/2011),  which sets forth measures relating to the 2013 Confederations Cup and the 2014 
World Cup. This bill creates a framework for exceptions, with legal and administrative changes that 
are out of the ordinary, and attacks national interests head-on – all for the benefit of FIFA and its 
partners. For this reason, the Peoples’ Cup Committees of the 12 host cities demand that the 
Brazilian National Congress reject the President’s proposal and open up room for a broad 
debate with civil society surrounding the measures relating to the realization of the Games 
in  Brazil. The  Government  is  exerting  great  pressure  to  pass  the  bill  in  the  House  of 
Representatives before the end of the year (by Christmas Eve!), which may definitively consecrate 
FIFA’s dominance over the Brazilian State, over Brazilian law and over Brazil’s very own people. 
We analyze below the principal absurdities and illegalities of this bill. 

FIFA’s protection and exploitation of “commercial rights”

The General Cup Law aims to create a special procedure within the National Institute of Intellectual 
Property (INPI) for the registration of trademarks considered to be “official symbols” that are owned 
by FIFA – thus guaranteeing FIFA’s exclusivity over their use and taking the decision-making power 
away from INPI with respect to the nature of trademark registration. In the bill’s text, there is no 
restriction whatsoever on the meaning of the term “official  symbols”;  therefore, such term may 
include anything that FIFA deems to be an official symbol. Any individual portraying images which 
represent Brazil’s collective imagination surrounding the nation’s passion for soccer run the risk of 
having to pay “royalties” to FIFA. Article 5, for example, sets forth that “INPI shall not require that  
FIFA prove the high reputation of its trademarks, nor the fact that its trademarks are well-known.” In 
practice, this law will let the arbiter of a private entity, FIFA, decide which intangible assets it will 
choose monopolize, and it will furthermore give precedent to all trademark registrations filed by 
FIFA (more than 1,000 to-date!), in addition to exempting FIFA from all  of the fees established 
under Brazilian industrial property law. 

Commercial restrictions and points of entry

The  proposed  legislation  prohibits  the  sale  or  display  of  any  merchandise  at  the  “Official  
Competition Venues, in their immediate vicinities or in their main points of entry” (art. 11), without 
FIFA’s  express  permission.  Such  a  measure  will  strongly  impact  local  commerce,  and  street 
peddlers will be penalized if they work in the so-called “areas of exclusivity” (exclusionary zones) 
which will  be demarcated by the municipalities, “in light of the requirements of FIFA or of third  
parties indicated thereby.” This measure allows for an unacceptable monopoly, over the exercise of 
commercial activities, by a private entity and the companies associated therewith. 



Ticket sales and pricing

Violating the Code of Consumer Defense, the terms of the General Cup Law give FIFA ample 
powers to set ticket prices and to determine the rules surrounding their purchase, sale, alteration 
and cancellation. The law furthermore permits illegal tying and take away the consumer’s right to 
cancellation. Although not incorporated into the bill, FIFA has put pressure on the Government to 
suspend the policy of  allowing students and the elderly  to  purchase tickets at  half-price,  thus 
negating a Brazilian social advancement. All signs now indicate that the Brazilian people are not 
invited to the party that is scheduled to take place in their own home.

New crimes, civil sanctions and special courts

As if the above terms were not enough, the proposed legislation also establishes crimes and terms 
that are of an exceptional nature, such as the expiration date being defined as December 31, 2014. 
Such crimes include the following: “Undue Utilization of Official Symbols,” “Ambush Marketing by 
Association” and “Ambush Marketing by Intrusion.” Accompanying these new crimes are sentences 
involving detention, fines and a collection of civil sanctions related to the sale of publicity products 
and activities. Such devices penalize even the bars that intend to televise the games, thus affecting 
the  popular  commerce  and  fraternization  that  is  so  representative  of  our  sports  culture. 
Furthermore, Article 37 of PL No. 2330/2011 permits the creation of special judges and specialized 
district courts, judge panels and chambers in order to rule on the claims related to the games; or, in 
other words, the General Cup Law opens a space for the creation of a Justice of Exception in 
Brazil,  as  occurred  in  South  Africa  due  to  pressure  from  FIFA.  This  measure  is  clearly 
unconstitutional,  as  was  already  expressed  by  the  Brazilian  Federal  Supreme  Court  justices 
themselves. Furthermore, unlike any Brazilian who, upon seeking justice, is required to raise funds 
and pay for the procedural expenses associated with their case (if they do not qualify for free legal 
assistance), FIFA remains exempt of any procedural expenses under the terms of the proposed 
legislation (art. 38)!

Entry visas and work permits

The sovereignty of the Brazilian State has also been thrown to the wayside in the General Cup 
Law. The proposed legislation allows for the automatic concession of entry and work visas to: 
FIFA, “to any individual indicated thereby,” to the team of “FIFA’s business partners,” any person 
with a ticket, and others. The country will  lose it  power to control the entry of foreigners in its 
national territory. While international frontiers are created in our cities, our national frontiers are 
dissolved,  heeding the demands of  FIFA.  In  this  way,  FIFA will  be transformed into  a kind of 
general consulate and a proxy of Brazil, at the request of our government, which is constitutionally 
obliged to defend our sovereignty. It’s enough to buy the ticket!

Responsibility of the Union, or better yet, the people!

The Cup,  being the great  business  enterprise  that  it  is,  requires guarantees.  In  this  way,  the 
proposed legislation seeks to have the Union assume responsibility for any harm caused to FIFA. It 
does not merely address personal civil liability. Rather, under the terms of the General Cup Law, 
the Union shall be broadly responsible for “any or all harms resulting from or that have arisen as a  
result of any security incident or accident relating to the Events.” By the terms of the law, Brazil will 
become a guarantor of FIFA in its private business dealings. 

Image, sound and radio broadcast copyrights

By the wording of the proposed legislation, FIFA will be the “exclusive holder” of all transmission 
rights and will be able to limit the presence of the press, as already occurred during the lottery of  
the qualifying rounds. Not even freedom of the press has passed unscathed by the entity’s greed. 



Final considerations

The General Cup Law meets the requirements set forth in FIFA’s Specifications. The argument that 
the Brazilian Government took on these agreements is unacceptable, as the government does not 
have the authority,  delegated or  otherwise,  to  enter  into agreements with  international  entities 
without the approval of the Legislative Branch or in clear opposition to the Federal Constitution and 
the laws that are currently in effect. In the name of the entity’s business enterprises and profits, we 
perceive  a  relation  of  political  subjection  of  our  authorities  by  FIFA,  to  the  detriment  of  our 
sovereignty, internal legislation and national interests. Even the principal guarantees of the Fan 
Statute, which was passed in 2003, will be suspended during the realization of the games in Brazil 
(see art. 43 of PL No. 2330/2011). Not to mention the many other violations and illegalities that 
have already occurred as a result of the realization of the games, such as: a lack of information, 
arbitrary  displacements  and  evictions  of  poor  communities,  the  repression  of  informal 
workers and homeless populations, the sexual exploitation of women and children, a public 
debt above the amount authorized by the Fiscal Responsibility Law, a lack of transparency, 
precarious work conditions, the social and spatial segregation, etc.

In all honesty, the General Cup Law, if passed, will not be the first law that attempts to counteract 
Brazilian legal order. Other examples include Law No. 12.350/2010, which exempts products and 
services related to the games from federal taxes, and Law No. 12.462/2011, which, in order to 
undermine  the  general  Brazilian  bidding  law,  established  a  Differentiated  Contracting  Regime 
(RDC) for the construction projects of the 2013 Confederations Cup, the 2014 World Cup and the 
2016 Olympic and Paralympic Games – aside from the numerous Brazilian state and municipal 
laws of exception which have been passed in order to enable the realization of the Cup, at any 
cost.  

Obviously, the realization of the games cannot justify disrespect for the rights and guarantees set 
forth in the Brazilian Federal Constitution and laws. We can never forget that FIFA, the Brazilian 
Soccer Confederation and the International Olympic Committee are private entities. The Local 
Organizing Committee of the World Cup is a limited liability company! No matter how relevant the 
organization  of  the  Olympic  Games and World  Cup  are,  we  cannot  tolerate  a  legislation  that 
guarantees  privileges  to  private  entities,  in  a  way  that  has  never  been  seen  in  the  country, 
suppressing the Brazilian State itself. 

The interests of the Brazilian people ought to come first! We want special laws passed in 
order  to  strengthen  citizenship  and  overcome  the  historical  inequalities  of  our  country, 
guaranteeing universal access to and the efficacy of the social rights set forth in the Constitution, 
rather than potentiating the profits of a company such as FIFA, which places itself above any form 
of social control, both inside and outside of this country.

The  Brazilian  National  Congress  ought  to  open  up  an ample  debate  so that  the  will  of  the 
Brazilian people can prevail over the strictly economic interests that are behind the realization of 
the games. For our part, we continue fighting to impede these and so many other abuses related to 
the realization of sports mega-events. 

DEMAND THAT THE REPRESENTATIVES BAR THE PASSAGE OF THE GENERAL CUP LAW!

For a country that has room for everyone!

Brazil, December 6, 2011

National Articulation of the Peoples’ Cup Committees 
Contact: articulacaonacionalcopa@gmail.com

(*)  In the 12 cities that  will  host  the 2014 World Cup,  entities,  social  movements and political  
organizations created peoples’ committees in order to oppose the violations, abuses and illegal 
acts associated with the realization of the World Cup and Olympic Games.
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